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Cellular pl1one tower to be built at SLUH
Nextelleases spot
onSLUH property

Students shine
on AP tests

Joe Hoffman
Editor-in-Chief

Tim Elfrink
Staff

A

s those who remember St. Louis U.
High in its pre-stadium days know,
and as the ancient aerial photo of the
school located in the third floor conference room shows, there once was a giant
antenna just west of the upper field. In the
upcoming months, an antenna will once
again be erected in roughly the same area.
This new antenna, unlike its predecessor, Channel Nine's 300 foot-tall
broadcast tower, will be very inconspicuous. It will take the place of the lightpost
at the northeast corner of the stadium.
Lights will then be mounted 50 feet up on
the antenna tower, putting them at nearly
the same height as the current lightposts.
The tower itself will be 80 feet tall and
will support a triangular antenna with
nine four foot panel antennas. It will be
made of composite material, a hollow
metal shaft filled with concrete. It will be
nearly the same size as the existing
lightposts.
Along with the tower, a control building will be built. The building will be built
into the side of the stadium hill just north
of the bleachers. The building will be ten
feet high, ten feet wide, and twenty feet
long.
The antenna and building will belong to and be operated by Nextel, a
cellular company, and the antenna will be
used to facilitate cellular phone signals.
SLUH will provide Nextel the space for
see CELL OUT, 2

heresultsarefinallyin: St. Louis U.
High students continued their mastery of the Advanced Placement (AP)
exams, earning numerous awards for
their performance on last year's tests.
AP tests are available to those students
who have taken college-level classes in
high school; by passing the tests, studentscanearncollegecredit. The awards
were given by the administering board
see AP AWARDS, 2
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SAC debates respect and cliques
-Tom
·---·--------Wyrwich
Editor

------------------------hen the Advisory Committe(: for

W

Student Affairs (SAC) conv<med
at 7:00p.m. last Monday, teachers and
parents took on the role of students as they
were educated on the issues of teacher
respect and the dangers of cliques.
The committee serves as a forum to
discuss school policy; besides teachers
and parents, its members include student
representatives who are selected by the
moderator, Assistant Principal of Discipline and Student Welfare Eric Clark. On
~l:onday, these students were the most
vocal group at the meeting.
The meeting, which had the highest
turnout ever for a SAC meeting, started

with a debate on the issue of student
respect for teachers.
A number of students initiated the
debate, and they expressed different opinions about what types of teachers they
tend to respect. As Junior Shawn Furey
explained, "The teachers who seem to get
the most respect from the students are the
ones willing to be friends."
Senior John Quinn disagreed, suggesting that the best way for teachers to
earn respect from their students is not to
befriend them, but simply to teach well:
"Students respect teachers that aren't necessarily friends with them, but are good
teachers."
Director of Diversity Spencer McCall
expressed his disapproval with the stu-

see TAKHOMA-SAC, 6
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OEC takes
on the river
Andrew Ivers
Core Staff

L

ast Friday morning at 7:00a.m,
while most Jr. Bills were enjoying
a nice sleep after a week of exams, fiftyfive Outdoor Experience Bills and fifteen adult chaperones, including OEC
moderator Patrick Zarrick, gathered in
the faculty lot. After a mass celebrated
by Paul Sheridan, SJ, the group piled
into a fifty-passenger charter bus and
five additional vehicles and began their
journey to one of the wildest whitewater
rivers in North America.
While rafting expectations varied
among OEC members, most were simply looking for fun. During the voyage
on Friday, psychology teacher Brock
Kesterson gave his reasons for going on
the trip: "I'm looking forward to getting
flipped out [of the raft] about five or six
times." Kesterson's expectations were
met; during the rafting trip, he was
flipped out of his raft about five or six
times. Part-time band teacher Paul
Schrage expressed his much simpler
goal when he said, "I hope I don' t die."
Schrage did not die.
The Gauley River, which usually
runs at about three-hundred cubic feet
per second, is turned into a rafter's dream
during nine weeks in the fall, when it
runs at 2800 cubic feet pc~r second. This
transformation occurs when, by law,
the Army Corps of Engineers releases
billions ofgallons ofwater through three
thirty-foot pipes in the dam that starves
the Gauley for most of the year.
Around ten o'clock on Friday night,
the group reached the ACE Whitewater
Adventures' campground just outside
Oak Hill, WV; struck camp in the dark;
and, after dinner, went straight to bed.
As they did last year, the OEC
decided to run the "Gauley Reverse," in
which participants take on the less chalsee HOT DAM, 6

CELL OUT
(from 1)
the towe r, and in return Nextel will be
giving SLUH what is described by Plant
Manager Paul Owens as "a substantial
amount" of money. The initial Ie.ase on
the space will last five years and after this
time, thtm~ will be four five-year options.
Nextel selected SLUH's campus to
locate the tower because of its proximity
to the highway and because there are no
tall buildings in the area. Owens was the
first om: approached by Nextel. He then
took the: idea to SLUH President Fr. Paul
Sheridan, SJ. Sheridan was interested in
the idea, so a meeting was set up between
Sheridan, Owens, Vice President of Advancement Thorn Digman, and a pair of
Nextel representatives.
Before the deal could be agreed upon,
some concerns bad to be addressed. A
major concern was whether or not the
antenna and building would be aesthetically acceptable. Owens explained, "We
didn't want to create this block building
(in the middle of the campus]." It was at
this point that Nextel agreed to build the
structure below the ground. Another concern was that the antenna might cause
interfer·ence with transmissions such as
the SLUH radio station, radios donned by
some SLUH staff, or any other communications devices which may be employed
by SLUH in the future. Nextel gave quick
assurance that there would be no problems of this type.
Nextet had some concerns of its own;
it had to be sure that the sight designated
would be acceptable. So, as some may
have noticed, soil samples were taken
several weeks ago to ensure that the ground
could support the tower. The results of the
test we;re positive.
O nce both parties were satisfied,
Digman signed the contract and the deal
becamt: final.
"lt is an unexpected source of revenue," said Owens. "It will be unobtrusive once [Nextel] gets it built. It may look
a little odd at first, but in two or three years
no one will recognize it."
Construction will not begin until the
football and soccer seasons conclude so
there 'l'fill not be any interference with
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stadium events. Once started, it is estimated that construction will take about
six weeks.
Those in charge have not yet decided
where the Nextel revenue will be directed
but Owens hypothesized that it will aid
the upkeep of the stadium.

APAWARDS
(from l)
ofthe tests in recognition of an individual's
outstanding scores on more than one test.
"These awards reflect the academic
history of those who earn them," said
Assistant Principal Art Zinselmeyer.
"They' ve taken a very rigorous academic
schedule and have thrived with it."
A total oftwenty-four students, seven
of them juniors last year, earned the AP
Scholar Award which was given for scoring a three or higher on three or more AP
Exams. The tests are graded from one to
five, five being the highest possible grade.
"Needless to say, this i s a tough standard to meet," said Zinselmeyer, "and
even though these scores only reflect one
or two tests, I think it says a whole lot
about the character and study habits ofthe
students who earn these awards."
Sixteen students, four of them juniors, received the more distinguished AP
Scholar with Honor Award, which is given
to those who earned an average grade of
3.25 on at least fo ur exams. Ten more
seniors earned the AP Scholar with Distinction Award, which rewards an average score of 3.5 on at least five exams.
In addition to the high number of
students that received awards, SLUH also
has one of the largest rates of participation
in the AP tests in the state.
"We have the second highest number
of students taking the AP ," said AP board
member Tom Becvar, "behind only
MICDS."
The AP exam is a comprehensive,
extremely difficult test of knowledge and
will, and Zinselmeyer is in awe of the
students who excel at it year after year.
"Whenever I proctor these tests, I
marvel at the perseverance and even courage of the kids taking them," said
Zinselmeyer. "Year after year they make
us proud."
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LETTERS TO THE EDITORS
Pham takes time to 'smell the flowers'
By now, more than one fourth of the school year is over.
Time seems to be passing by quickly and life seems to be moving
on unobserved. The days are getting shorter, a bit cooler for sure.
Besides thoughts of the upcoming winter, I've wondered how
many of us are able to take time during our busy schedules to
enjoy and appreciate the beautiful colors of nature during these
wonderful days of fall. With the large amount of homework and
activities at SLUH, my students must think I am out of my mind
to encourage them to take time off simply to "smell the flowers."
But I am certainly not. In fact, in slowing down, I have learned
to be more reflective and appreciative of what I am doing. And
fall is an excellent season to help me get into a reflective mood.
In class, I hope my chemistry students have learned more
than just the elements' names; I hope they have learned how these
elements are, at the atomic level, willing to give, receive, or share
their electrons in order to achieve stability. I look forward to
those favorite "discussion days" in class to discuss how we learn
to give, to receive, and share with one another in order to achieve
better harmony in our community. Overall, these elements are
the building blocks of our human body.
On the field, I feel that somehow we have lost part of the

school spirit (maybe it is just me). Sure, we lost to CBC in varsity
football. We haven' t been able to beat either Charninade or CBC
in varsity soccer. We haven't been able to overcome MICDS in
varsity water polo. But having witnessed our coaches' and
players' continued efforts and hard work day in and day out, week
in and week out has left a great impression on me and has made
me proud to be a part of the Junior Billikens. They remind me of
the necessary ingredient for success. The ability to keep trying
and to work hard are the substances that created the legends in the
past and in today's champions. So, come out to the stands to
partake in the school spirit, to cheer loudly for our Junior
Billikens, the "mighty, mighty, Billikens."
As you are thinking about how to spend your weekend,
"Don't do anything I wouldn't do!" Maybe my advice doesn't
mean much, butl do hope that you think about what you are doing
and enjoy it to the fullest. Have a restful and fun-filled weekend,
because we all deserve it after a long, hard work week. I look
forward to seeing each of you on Monday. I mean that. And do
take the time to "smell the flowers."
Sincerely,
HungPham

Callison publicizes weekend actvities
Greetings Mini-Bills,
Looking for something to do to escape the monotony of
another boring weekend? Fear not, STUCO has a plethora of
entertaining events to pass the time these next two days. So this
time there is no excuse for your being a social degnerate
Tonight our football team battles McCluer at SLUH at 7:00
p.m. Since McCluer is one of the best teams in the district,
tonight's game should be evenly matched. This may be one of
your last chances to see a home football game. If you haven't been
to a game this year, help support your team tonight.
Tomorrow morning, the cross country team will travel to
Parkway Central to race in Districts. SLUH XC has won the
district race the past five years and undoubted!y will do so again.
The team is one of the top-ranked teams in the state, so Saturday's
race should be nothing short of a slaughter. Come watch the fastpaced fury of Ted Snodgrass, Murphy O'Brien, and Nathan
Tower smoke the rest of the competition.
Then that same day at 2:00 p.m., the Soccerbills will battle
their conference rival Charninade in another evenly-matched
game. Come support the team and watch us put those Devils back
in their place. Saturday will be the moment of judgement for
determinig the superior power of MCC Soccer.

We also want to thank students and faculty for supporting
the walk-a-thon for the Junior Diabetes Foundation. Through
your help, our team raised over $2000 to support research
towards finding a cure for diabetes. STUCO wants to thank you
all for your support of this very worthy cause.
Have a good weekend and remember, always look on the
bright side of life.
Sincerely,
Hamilton Callison
STUCO President

By The Numbers: Blood Drive
Donors: 56
First timers: 32
Faculty donors: 4
Productive pints: 47
Contaminated pints: I
QNS:3
Slight reactions: 7

Severe reactions: 1
Boxes of raisins eaten: 200
Volunteers: 8
Hung posters: 28
Leftover posters in the
STUCO workroom: 8
Free T-Shirts: 0

Sports
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XC -wins MCC llleet -with authority
Murphy O'Brien
Reporter

L

ast Saturday the XCbills arrived for
the MCC Championship meet at
Chaminade expecting stiff competition
from the Spartans, Griffins, Cadets, and
Flyers, but the conference rivals might as
well have stayed at home and watched
cartoons. The Jr. Bills trounced the field,
winning on the Varsity, Junior Varsity,
and Freshmen levels, and gained some
momentum as they head tcwards the end
of the season.
The Varsity squad tuned up for the
District meet with a convincing victory,
outdistancing second-place DeSmet by
17 points. Winning the race was captain
Ted Snodgrass (16:50), who was spurred
on by captains Murphy "Bogfarmer"
O'Brien (16:54) in 2nd place and Nathan
Trower (16:58) in 3rd place. Tim "Bradley" Huegerich (17: 11) also broke the top
ten with a 9th-place finish, and was followed closely by Dan "There's Nothing
About Mary" Westlund (17:18) in 12th,
Ryan "Night Train" Hatch ( 17:25) in 13th,
and Dan Leinauer (17:45) in 18th place.
Even without Matt Brice, who is out for
the season after suffering a broken foot in
a mountain biking accident, the Top Seven
displayed why they are ranked number

one in St. Louis.
According to coach Jim Linhares, the
times and places by the varsity in the race
made it one of the finest team races in

SLUH cross country histroy.
Commenting on the individual and
team effort, Linhares said, "To get first
place individually in conference is a great
thing, but to take the top three spots is

truly historic."
The domination continued in the JV
race, as the XCbills decimated their competition. Leading the way were Tipper
"Pees" O'Brien (18:00) and Joe Hoffman
(18:02) in 2nd and 3rd places. These two
were paced by Chris "Just Cruisin" Crews
(18:22) in 7th, Dave Nischwitz (18:23) in
8th, John "Ringo" Parr (18:25) in 9th, Pat
Leinauer( l 8:26) in lOth, and Ryan Oldani
(18:41) in 17th place.
On the freshman level, the XCbills
once again rolled over their opponents,
completing SLUR's domination andestablishing a new Triple Crown. The freshmen were led by Peter "The Third Coming" Schaefer (18:59) in 2nd, Sean
MacDonald (19 :20) in 3rd, Geoff Stewart
(19:31) in 4th, Kyle "The Evil One"
Gonnerman (19:33) in 5th, John Belgeri
(19:33) in 6th, Boyd "The Good One"
Gonnerman (1935) in 7th, and Andrew
Westlund (19:46) in 8th place.
The XCbills look forward to this
weekend's District meet at Parkway Central, where the Top Seven will continue to
roll towards State, and therestofthe team
will race in the open division.
Said XC alum Tim "Doughboy"
Blessing, "everybody should come out to
the meet on Saturday and see Pat Hamel
try to race."

Kickbills shut do-wn, shut out JFK
Greg Holland
Reporter
his week the St. Louis U. High soccer
team had a rare chance to practice
and recuperate from the chaos of the recent tough competition from area schools.
The Martelbills played only one game
against John F. Kennedy High on Tuesday night.
SLUR wasted no time igniting its
powerful offense in the Kennedy match,
as senior captain Dave Minges blasted a
shot past the Kennedy goalkeeper in the
first five minutes of play. He would soon
add another, leading a scoring barrage

T

that overwhelmed the Celts in a 7-0 victory. Junior Kevin McCarthy netted two
goals; junior Kyle Ottwell and senior Rick
Vigil also contributed. Junior forward
James Twellman returned to play after
recovering from a thigh injury to net a
goal and boost the score. The Jr. Bills
dominated the game, holding Kennedy to
only one shot on goal. Senior goalkeeper
John Quinn described the game's atmosphere: "It was a real nail-biter."
SLUR's offense and defense have
both been exceptional lately. In the past
four matches, the Bills have tallied twenty
goals while allowing none. "We've been
cookin' ,"said senior defenseman Shaun

Lieser, who scored a magnificent goal
against Parkway South last Saturday. "But
there is a tough test coming," he added.
The Bills will faceamajortestindeed
when top-ranked Chaminade visits the
SLUH Stadium on Saturday afternoon in
a highly anticipated MCC rematch. The
Flyers humbled the Jr. Bills earlier in the
season, defeating them 4-1. However, the
Soccerbills are primed to make an authoritative statement before the approaching playoffs. The MCC title is at stake,
and the winner will carry a lot of momentum into the fi nal week of the season. The
clash begins with kickoff at 2:00 p.m.
Saturday.

sp0rtS
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"Smurfs" vanquish DeSmet "Gargamel"
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Pete Granneman
Reporter

A

fter defeating Ladue 17-0 at home
two weeks ago, the Jr. Bills marched
out to DeSmet to take on an impressivelooking Spartan squad. Just before the
game, the DeSmet student body pumped
itselfup by gatheringaround TV monitors
and watching a powerful Gargamel destroy an entire Smurfvillage. Fortunately
for the Smurfs (as SLUH students are
known at DeSmet), they never lose to
Gargamel in the end; such was the case in
Friday's matchup, when the Smurfs defeated Gargamel 28-13.
The game started with a statement of
authority from the Bills as they eloped on
a 14-play, 80-yard drive downfield, led by
the running and catching excitement of
senior Evan Noetzel. Senior quarterback
Mark Kornfeld capped off the drive with
a one-yard TD run for a 6-0 lead.
"It felt good to quiet their crowd and
excite our own early in the game," said
Noetzel. The first quarter was also high-

lighted by a fumble recovery by senior
Tim Bu1rbach.
Later, in the second quarter, the Bills
again dwve downfield, this time without
th(: ann of Kornfeld, but with the equally
powerful running game instead. After converting on a third and ten from their own
zcme, Kornfeld experienced dej~ vu as he
ended the drive with another one-yard TD
run. Ko.rnfeld dusted off his cannon and
threw a two-point conversion pass to senior receiver Joe Thaman to give the
Gridbills a 14-0 lead.
DeSmet then displayed some resilience and showed off its running game on
a 79-yard drive downfield. The Spartans'
Ja.mes Jackson fi nished the drive by running into the end zone from 16 yards out
tc cut the Bills' half-time lead to 14-7.
In the second half, the score stayed
the same until the fourth quarter, when it
got even closer. DeSmet manufactured a
15-play drive late in the fourth, and
DeSmet quarterback] oe Muich scored on
a short run. After a missed extra point, the
Bills' kad was 14-13.

Although the Spartans put up a valiant effort, once again they would have to
wait until next season to defeat the Bills.
Kornfeld scrambled out of the pocket,
making it a point to increase the Billiken
one-point lead as he ran 55 yards to add
seven points to the Billiken score.
Later, Kornfeld wanted to show the
Spartan defense that his first run was no
fluke, so he once again ran a quarterback
sneak, this time for 81 yards and a touchdown. The team finished the game with a
28-13 win that brought their record to 6-1
this season. Kornfeld finished with 159
yards rushing in the game.
"If we had a kid that quick on the
soccer team, we would surely win state !"
commented senior Greg Holland on
Kornfeld's TD mns.
The Bills take their momentum (mass
times velocity) into district play tonight
versus McCiuc!r.
"This is our biggest game in districts.
We gotta get this one for a chance to go
anywhere," commented senior co-captain
Dan Hannis.

H 20 Polo disappoints at MICDS tourney
Mike Murphy
Reporter

. !

----------------------------T

he Polobills began this week with
play in the 1999 MICDS Invitational
Tournament on Saturday. In this roundrobin event, the Jr. Bills competed against
three teams in one day.
Their first game came against rival
MlCDS at 8:00 Saturday morning. Although they played a solid game on defense, SLUH's offense lacked its usual
punch and pizzazz. The only scoring for
SLUH came from senior captain Steve
Luebbert, lefty Kevin Gates, and junior
sensation Kevin Rose, all of whom scored
one goal each. Despite this effort, at the
end of the game the scoreboard read 6-3 in
favor of MICDS, and the Spee;dobills'
record for the day was 0-l.
In their second game ofthe day, SLUH
took on those swimmers from the south,

Oakville. "Oakville is a team that likes to
piay duty, so we had to adapt our game
somewhat to put them away," commented
Matt "Gills" Birke about the game.
"We played the best polo that we had
played for a couple of weeks against
Oakville in the first, second, and. fourth
quarters," explainedjunior Charlie Maitz,
but "the third was not up to snuff." The
T igers 5cored four goals in this quarter,
compared to SLUR's none. However,
with improved defense-and a rallying offense during the fourth quarter, SLUH
emerged victorious. Scoring in this game
were junior Kevin Rose with three, and
seniors Kevin St. Cin, Kevin Gates and
?vlike Murphy, all with two. Senior Anthony Casalone added one to make the
final score 10-8.
The final game ofthe day came against
Chaminade at 6:30. "Chaminade has one
of the best players in the league, but he

gets no support from his bench. We probably underestimated their team on Saturday," explained captain Steve Luebbert.
SLUH went into this game with a
chance to win the tournament because
Oakville had beaten MICDS earlier that
day. However, SLUH let up its guard, and
Chaminade capitalized. At the end of the
game, the scoreboard read 7-6 ·in
Charninade's favor, despite an end-ofthe-game goal by Steve Luebbert. Scoring in this game were Kevin Gates and
Mike Murphy each with two, and Kevin
Rose and Steve Luebbert with one each.
"You can' t insist on playing catch up
in the last couple of minutes of the game.
You need to put this kind of team away
early," Paul Baudendistel addressed the
team concerning their play after the game.
SLUH got another chance to beat
Chaminade on Tuesday in regular season
see NO LIFE GUARD , 6
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Oakville and on Wednesday against unNO LIFE GUARD
defeated Parkway South at Forest Park
(from5)
SLUH got another chance to beat
Chaminade on Tuesday in regular season
play. At Forest Park Corrununity College,
SLUH was out for revenge on Saturday' s
loss. With solid team defense, SLUH
kept Chaminade' s score to a minimum,
and with aggressive counter attack and a
strong set offense, SLUH wore out its
opponent and won the game 9-4.
"We really put the hurt on those guys.
Revenge is sweet," remarked junior Zah
Hartwig. "We were N 'SYNC," commented Nick Bellon, who observed the
game from the bench due to recent surgery on his poor appendix.
Scoring for SLUH on Tuesday was
senior captain Mike Murphy with four.
Also helping SLUH's cause were seniors
Matt Birke, Kevin Gates, and juniors
Charlie Maitz, Zach Hartwig, and Kevin
Rose, who all added one goal.
SLUH's final two regular season
games will be played on Monday against

TAKHOMA-SA(:
(from 1)
dents' presumption that teachers must earn
respect from them when he asked, "Where
is that level where this person is an adult
and I respect them automatically?"
In response, Junior Tom Rohlfing
said that most teachers do start with respect from the students, but he explained
that this respect can deteriorate. "Initially,"
said Rohlfing, "there is respect for that
teacher, but at one point, there can be a
line drawn."
English teacher Rich Moran interjected with the suggestion that most of the
students' disrespect is directed toward
new teachers, female teachers, and foreign teachers. "Sometimes a teacher from
outside the SLUH society isn' t comfortable with the give-and-take that is characteristic of American society, especially at
SLUH," he said.
Most agreed, and some students commented on how their peers often try to find

Community Col1ege.

l-IOTDAM
(from 2)
lenging lower section of the river (consisting of class III through V class rapids-VI being un-runable) on day one.
Zarrick explained, "we like [the Gauley
reverse] because [on Saturday] the firsttimers !!:e t a feel for the paddle, teamwork
and the dynamics of the water."
Saturday morning the Rubberbills, in
their wet-suits, departed from camp at
6:30 a.m. before the sun was up andreceived their first taste of the Gauley River
within the hour. Rafters got acquainted
with the lower Gauley through rapids like
"Pencil Sharpener" (III) and "Heaven Help
You" (IV).
Th•e last rapid of the day, "Pure
Sc:reaming Hell" (V), provided a formidable obstacle and prevented many boats
from passing it untumed. It was at this
rapid that all of the member's of senior
Dan He~rleth' s boat were violently flung
into the water except him. Upon realizing

weakne-sses in a teacher and take advantage of them.
At this point, the debate had excee.ded
forty-five minutes, so Clark moved on to
tlte next issue: cliques and the danger of
school violence like the type that occurred
at Columbine.
Clark began by giving the school's
position on the dangers of a Columbinelike situation. "Some might say we overreact," said Clark, "but the administration
would rather take caution."
Once again, the conversation was
injtiated by students. Many agreed with
junior Karibe Dagogo-Jack, who said,
"SLUH' s groups are not as exclusionary
as other schools."
John Quinn, though he felt that cliques
alone at SLUH probably could not cause
another Columbine, said that "just the
stress that everybody's under.. .could
cause a Columbine situation."
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his superior situation, Herleth "raised [his]
paddle in celebration," until the rapids
quickly forced him scrambling back to
work and then, scoffing, tossed him in
with his companions.
Regarding the numerous crashes that
occurred at the bottom of "Pure Screaming Hell," Zarrick commented, "The carnage was abundant."
That night, the group was back in
camp by five. After dinner they watched
a video of the day's spills and went to bed
to rest up for the much more intense upper
Gauley.
On Sunday, the Surferbills arose at
5:45am, were on the bus by 7:30a.m.
and on the river by 8:30a.m. At the put-in,
irrunediately downriver from the dam,
rafters forged into fifty-five degree water
and took on V+rapids like "Lost Paddle"
and "Insignificant."
When the group paused for lunch on
the side of the river, they passed their time
by watching a continuous stream of rafters
attempt to take on "Sweet's Falls" described by one raft guide as the "gnarliest
class V +of them all." This sharp sixteenfoot drop caused a few heinous crashes,
see WETSUIT, 8

Senior Pat Dooling felt that it was
SLUH' s continuing involvement with students that could prevent a Columbine
situation. "SLUH is doing a lot of good
things right now that are much better than
programs in which people see a Columbine and then think 'We've got to do
something.' [SLUH is] already doing it
very well," he said.
In opposition to these remarks, senior Rick Steiling warned, "When we let
our guard down and say that a Columbine
can't happen and stop looking for warning signs, that's when something happens, just like that."
Soon after this, the meeting carne to
an end promptly at 8:30p.m. The committee will meet again on December 13, and
will address sex awareness, topic which
was on Monday' s agenda but was not
discussed.
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SLUH yearbook traced through the ages
GabeJavier
Reporter

one youth destined to grow to knighthood, and on his young
shoulders rested, by anticipation, the responsibility of the king"The Men of Tomorrow" is the theme of the~ Dauphin
dom." And so another SLUH tradition was founded.
yearbook dedicated to Rev. William J. Ryan, SJ, Prindpal of St
After scanning the Dauphin archives, it is noticeable how the
Louis Academy. That yearbook was published in 1922, and it was
books increase in pages as the technology improves. The 1923
book leaps to 156 pages, including 46 pages of ads and one page
the first volume of the Dauphin Yearbook. Sevcnty-sitx volumes
later, this year's yearbook staff approaches the 2000 Dauphin.
in color. In 1954, the Dauphin skips to 160pages and 40pages of
Have things really changed all that much?
ads. But page numbers are insignificant compared to the wealth
A yearbook has an irreplaceable amount of history in its
of material imprinted on the pages. In 1954' s Dauphin, page one
pages. The 1922 volume of the Dauphin Yearbook is, in every
features the officers of Student Council: president Don Gunn,
way, a history book. The volume is a mere 96 pages, the last 30
vice-president Bob Roy, secretary Bill Bollwerk, and treasurer
of which are dedicated to ads from sponsors. Compared to the 224
Bob Bannister. Dr. Bannister smiled, recalling that he and the
pages of today's yearbook, none of which go to sponsors, the
other officers had so much material in their polyester pants that
1924 book is archaic. (Such classic ads read: "Griesedieck Stag,
they could have clothed four more people.
A non-intoxicating cereal beverage, brewed strictly from malt,
1954's Dauphin features other celebrity seniors like a certain
hops and cereal, made by W,estern Brewery Company, Belleville,
James Lee Murphy, who was involved in, among other activities,
IL," and "Mercantile Trust Company: An Institution For Savthe Science Club and Stamp Club. Murphy can now easily be
ings.")
found as welness coordinator at SLUH.
The students of St. Louis AcadThe issue also contains a smiling F.
emy must have quickly discarded and
Joseph Schulte, heavily involved in
forgotten about their 96-page yearthe Dauphin Players, in both 1954 and
in 1999. It's interesting to watch the
book after its novelty had passed. Stuglaze of nostalgia wash over Mr.
dents do the same today. After a hurZarrick' s eyes as he sees his "un-cool"
ried scan of the index to see the number of times one's shining mug aphair in the 1977 Dauphin, his senior
pears in print, laughs are bad and the
yearbook. The same Yearbook, 1977,
book becomes another in the pile becauses a blush to spread across Mr.
neath the bed.
Cummings' face as he stares at page
54, revealing the picture of him in a
Yet today we peer 1922' s brown- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Dauphin Players Production of Stalag
ing pages and wonder what became of
that senior class. I am curious as to what happened to the straight17, waltzing arm-in-arm with another student, both clad merely
faced, clean-cut 80 graduating seniors that year. Each senior,
in long johns.
framed by a regal-looking medieval border, has below him his
A delightful treat is enclosed on page 161 of the 1983
Dauphin. Clad in a white suit, fresh off the dance floor is senior
full name, the activities that he participated in, and a quote that he
chose. The editors of the '22 Dauphin prefen-ed devoting one half
H. Eric Clark, and he looked good that day. Several blasts from
of a page to typed text and the other to a single. black-·and-white
the past are offered in books from the 80's, such as Mr. Scuito and
photo. No matter what the picture, sport or otherwise, its subjects
Mr. George with out-of-control hairstyles in Dauphin 1981.
But those who laugh now need merely wait their turn. Even
peer out to you, stone-faced and placed in orderly rows. Undoubtedly, these photos were painstakingly plact:d by hand.
now, some! seniors look into their freshman yearbook and roll
Later in the book, there appears a section entitled "The Pool
their ~yes to discover thattheir hair actually looked the way it did.
of Tears," a small comedy section filled with one-liners, anecThe yearbook's history lies in the pictures of those who appear in
dotes, and cartoons written by students. One quip read, ''If tea
it-pictures that now, with the advent of technology, are digitally
placed and captioned with the~ utmost of ease. Type is positioned
leaves has coffee groundls for divorce?"
and manipulated freely and color pages, though expensive, are in
Perhaps the most interesting thing, from a modern Dauphin
Editor' ~ point of view, is the small section addressing the etymolmultitudes.
But the yearbook always does its j ob--no matter how late in
ogy of the name "Dauphin." "Every student of medieval history
knows that, in the days when the fleur-de.-lis bloomed on the
the year it may be released. As much as it entertains, it keeps
banner of France, 'Dauphin' was the name by which the heirrecords and is a running history of SLUH. After 76 years, the
Dauphin is still around, and so is the history in its pages.
presumptive of the throne was familiar to the French. He was the

difze ~Dauphin ']earbool(
lias an irrepfacea6fe
amount of ftistorg in it5

pages.
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by Peter Smith
FRIDAY. OCTOBER 22
Schedule #2
Diabetes dress down day
Sophomore retreat
College Visits: Centre College
Regis University
University of Notre Dame (Student point of view)
SarahLawrenceCollege @ !2:30pm
(Jr./Sr. Lunch)
William Jewell College
V-FB vs. McCluer@ 7pm
C-SC @ Chaminade @ 4pm
SATURDAY.OCTOBER23
BN-SC vs. Chaminade@ 12/2pm
V-XC@ District Championship@
Parkway Central @ TBA
SUNDAY. OCTOBER 24
Family Mass @ 9:30a.m.
(reception afterwards)
MQNDAY. OCTOBER 25

WETSUIT
(from 6)
much to the delight of the onlooking
OECbills.
Further down the river, "The Juicer"
invited several rafters into the water, and
it didn't take no for an answer. Shortly
before "The Juicer," the "ASC All-Star"
raft, which consisted of ASC members
Brock Kesterson and Jim Kelly, Paul
Schrage, and chaperone Bob "Gauley"
MacCauley," celebrated what they thought
to be a demanding maneuver by waving at
the videographer. Immediately afterward,
"The Juicer" showed who was boss by
swiftly tossing most of the rafters into the
water.
The Wetbills returned to camp around
two o'clock and Jim Lucas, junior Tyler
Lucas' father, joked that this was the first
time they had seen their camp in daylight.
The group finally got some time to rest as
well. That night they watched Sunday's
video, had dinner, listened to bluegrass

Do Not Enter
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Calendar
Schedule #2
Sophomore retreat
College Visits: Fontbonne Collegtl
Wittenberg University
BN-SC vs. Rosary @ 4:30/6:30pm
J\1-SC vs. University City @ Heman
Park@ 4pm
C-SC @ Ed Muenster Memorial Tourn.
@ TBA @ TBA thru 10/30
JV-WP@ SophomoreConferenceTourn.
@ MICDS @TBA
V-WP@ Oakville@ 4:30pm
TUESDAY. OCTOBER 26
Schedule #2
Senior class liturgy
Sophomore bonus reading test
College Visits: Bradley University @
I 2:30pm (Jr/Sr Lunch)
Williams College @ 12:30pm
(Jr/Sr Lunch)
WEDNESDAY. OCTOBER 27_
Schedule #2
music from Lost Cannon, and were entert;~ined by the "Appalacian" humor of the
raft guides.
Tne decision to go with ACE outfitters came easily, according to Zarrick.
ACE has a strong safety record and has
never had a fatality. In fact, the most
common cause of injury is bruises inflicted by rafters and their paddles clubbing other rafters. Zarrick said that another :reason an ACE trip is more enjoyable than with other outfitters is that the
guides take time to let everyone enjoy the
river rather than simply flying down
strean1.
The cost for the event, around $315,
whict, covered everything from guides to
transportation to wetsuits, was paid almost completly by the participants, yet
partial proceeds from the Brian Murphy
benefi t concert shaved about $10 off each
individuals' cost.
This year, with 26 underclassmen
(14 freshmen), the crowd was significantly younger than last year. Zarrick

October 22-29
Freshman English tutorial
Senior graduation announcement orders
College Visits: University ofChicago
@ 8:40am- 9:20am (Seniors Only)
Cornell College
Macalester College
BN-SC vs. CBC@ 4:30/6:30pm
V-WP vs. Parkway South@ 4:30pm
THURSDAY.OCTOBER28
Schedule#2
Junior ring orders
Rosary in chapel
Actingffheatre field trip
College Visits: Drake University
Dnuy College
Indiana University
C-FB vs. Borgia@ 6pm
FRIDAY. OCTOBER 29
Schedule #2
Sophomore retreat
College Visits: Lehigh University
University of Richmond
B-FB vs. Hazelwood Central @ 4pm
thought this wasn' t a problem, saying,
"the young sprouts did well." In addition,
he said that everyone from waitresses to
gas station clerks to raft guides said the Jr.
Bills were the most well-behaved group
of young men they'd ever seen. However,
Zarrick said, "I expect that."
Zarrick wanted "to thank the teachers
for their understanding in allowing [the
students] to miss one day of school." He
explained, "for many of these young men,
this is a life-changing experience. And the
self-esteem benefits gained perhaps outweigh the lessons lost in one day of
school."

Billiken Box Scores
B-Team Soccer
Team record: 12-2-4
SLUH 7 Kennedy 0
G: Ian Mulligan (2), Eddie Davis (2),
Eric Enright, KurtFiehler, Mike Sinclair
A: Dan Hatwig (3), Neil Sanders, Matt
McCarthy
Shutout: Pat Meier, Mike Kutz

